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What level is the course and do I need any particular skills?  
All levels from beginner to experienced 
 
What is the course about and how will I learn?  
There are  many reasons why you may want to make a photobook: to advance your career, to create 
exposure, or because it is the natural outcome for a particular body of work [a marriage, a holiday or special 
event]. What will the book will look like? There are plenty of options, from making a handmade book, to 
using print-on-demand technology [e.g. Blurb] or traditional printing and binding technology.  We will use 
Blurb software and Photoshop templates to create 2 dummies.  
It’s also important to think hard about how you will target the potential audience for your book as this may 
impact the way you produce it e.g. crowdfunding.  
The fun part of making a photobook is deciding which images to show and how to arrange them in book 
form- the sequencing. Getting this right is crucial to a book’s success. You will be expected to have edited 
your project to a manageable size beforehand [possibly 50 images]. One can gain enormously from editing 
advice and expect a further edit, having sequenced, to have a dummy of about 30 photographs. This will be 
done as a group activity so you will be expected to offer your opinions to others too.  
Issues of the cost, cover, size, paper type will also be discussed so that you will have covered all aspects of 
the project and are ready to print. 
 
What will I achieve?  
Edit a body of work to 30 images. Create overall book design, sequence and have dummy book ready to print 
online including traditional CMYK booklet option.   
  
What to bring to the first session:  
You will need some sort of portable memory.  If you have the software, you may bring your own laptop, 
however, it is not necessary. You will be expected to have edited your book project to a manageable size 
beforehand [possibly 50 images]. 
 
General Information:    
Putney School of Art & Design Art Shop on site: opening hours:  9.45am-10.30am, 1.45pm-2.30pm, 6.30pm-
7.15pm.  10% discount from most local art suppliers with PSAD Student Card. Free WIFI with no password to 
access images. Café and balcony serving hot lunches and homemade cakes.  
All students are invited to submit one piece of art work to the annual Student Summer Exhibition there may 
also be class shows throughout the year. For pottery and printing subjects all students will be given a free 
mask and gloves at the start of the course.  
Photocopies and printing from a memory stick at the school: 10p for A4 and 20p for A3 

https://www.webenrol.com/PSAD/?page=list&cat=7&locationCollection=0&

